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Voidship Combat Quick Reference Flowchart 
If playing by RAW then NPC ships only get three actions per turn 
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Voidship Combat Basics 
These rules are the core of Voidship Combat. Save for one change noted below they are verbatim from the CRB. 

A voidship must move forwards at least half its Cruising Speed on its turn, after which it may turn up to 90 degrees and 

continue moving for the remainder of its Cruising Speed. 

Each PC gets one action during the movement of the voidship. Initiative passes between the entire warband and the 

NPC ships, starting with the warband unless circumstances dictate otherwise. 

(RAW) All NPC voidships get three actions per turn. 

(Expanded) All NPC voidships get a number of actions equal to their scale per turn. 

Each weapon, system, and option can only be used once per turn. Example systems start on page 325. All weapons have 

a 90 degree firing arc from where they are placed (fore, aft, port, starboard). The same bonuses and penalties for close 

and long range apply to voidship weapons. Attacking with said weapon is Ballistic Skill vs. Target’s Defense. 

A voidship reduced to 0 Wounds is hulked and is useless except as salvage. Repairing a voidship is covered on page 241. 

Critical hits are also covered on 241. 

 

Standard Voidship Combat Options 
These actions are again taken verbatim from the CRB.  

Bank: Move the voidship 1 km to port or starboard 

Called Shot: Similar to Called Shot on page 221, the GM adjusts the DN depending on the size of the targeted system 

and then selects one of the Voidship Critical Hits to apply. 

Emergency Repairs: Tech Test (DN 3) to repair damage to critical ship systems. Increase the DN by 2 if the ship is Lightly 

Wounded or by 4 if Heavily Wounded. Success restores 1 wound to the voidship or removes a Voidship Critical Hit effect. 

Exalted icons can be shifted for additional wounds or effect removal. 

Evasive Maneuver: Pilot Test (DN 5) to increase the voidship’s Defense by 1 until the start of its next turn. 

Hard Turn: Turn the voidship up to 90 degrees. The vessel must move up to half its Cruising Speed before taking this 

option. 

Interaction Attack: Same rules as normal Interaction Attacks on Page 225, plus the following: 

 Intimidation and Persuasion Interaction attacks must be against enemy ships that understand the same 

language 

 Deception Interaction attacks are possible against most voidships whether they speak your language or not 

 Tech Interaction attacks are possible against enemy voidships that share a keyword. 

 All other Interaction attacks are at GM’s discretion  

Multi-Attack: Attack more than one target. +2 DN for each additional target, but may spend Salvo rating to reduce DN 

penalty by -2 per rating spent. 

Ram: Pilot Test against adjacent ship’s Defense. If successful, the adjacent vessel takes damage as if hit by a weapon 

with a damage value equal to the voidship’s maximum Wounds. The ramming ship also suffers a random Voidship 

Critical Hit effect.  
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Expanded Voidship Rules 
This is where the homebrew truly starts. These rules were based on those presented in Star Trek Adventures by 

Modiphius Entertainment and converted to work with the Wrath & Glory system. 

Added Statistic: Scale 
Voidships come in a wide range of sizes, from “tiny” Cobra Destroyers to massive Retribution Class Battleships. A 

voidship’s scale is representative of its size and influences Defense, Resilience, Wounds, and Weapon Damage. Defense 

has an inverse relationship with Scale. This is because a larger ship is generally easier to hit. Recommended scores are 

presented below. Resilience is equal to the ship’s scale plus any modification from systems like Void Shields. Wounds 

are equal to double the ship’s scale. Finally, Weapon Damage will be covered in its own section. 

The general scale breakdown is as follows: 

Scale Defense Resilience Wounds General Ship Type  Example Ship 

3 8 3 6 Escorts Cobra Destroyer, Sword Class 

4 7 4 8 Light Cruisers Dauntless Class 

5 6 5 10 Cruisers Lunar Class 

6 5 6 12 Battle Cruisers Armageddon Class 

7 4 7 14 Grand Cruisers Avenger Class 

8 3 8 16 Battleships Retribution Class 

 

Modified Statistic: Keywords 
Each species has its own strengths. Imperial ships are all-around decent, Eldar ships are fast, and Ork ships are brutally 

unpredictable. This is represented by applying the following guidelines to any ship with the matching keyword: 

Keyword Base Cruising Speed Defense Mod Resilience Mod  Wounds Mod 

Imperium, Imperial Navy 6km - - - 

Aeldari, Anhrathe 8km +1 -2 -2 

Ork 4+1d6km rolled each turn -2 +1 +1 

 

Modified Statistic: Weapon Damage 
Voidships have a wide variety of weaponry available to them. Each weapon is broken down by type and adds its base 

damage to the ship’s scale to get the total damage before ED. While the current offering is not extensive by any means, 

the following examples should help you come up with new ones.  

Type Base ED  AP Range Qualities 

Prow Lance 2 1 0 to -1 8km – 10km Salvo 2 – 3, Penetrating 2 – 3  

Dorsal Macrocannon 4 2 0 4km Salvo 2 – 3, Brutal 

Keel Macrocannon 3 2 0 6km Salvo 2, Brutal 

Torpedoes 4 2 -1 8km – 10km Brutal, Special (See Sidebar) 

Torpedoes are unique in that they are fire-and-forget weapons that deal massive damage if they impact. For 

every 2km they travel the DN to score a successful hit increases by 1. They also ignore Void Shields completely 

but not Holo-Fields. 
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Modified System: Auger Array 
(RAW) Deep Scan tests Tech against the defense of a voidship within 10km (+5 for each additional array). Success 

reveals the Cruising Speed, Wounds, and Weapon Systems of the target vessel. Shifts can be used for additional 

information. This can also be used to assist any other test by another character during the round as a combined action 

(Expanded) In addition to the above, the Array may also Scan for Weakness. Test Tech against the defense of a voidship 

within 4km (+1 for each additional array). Success increases the amount of AP by 1 done by the vessel’s next attack 

against the target, plus an additional 1 per 2 shifts. The Array can also Aim. Test Tech at DN 5 to provide a +1 die bonus 

to the next attack made by the vessel, plus an additional 1 per shift. 

Modified System: Void Shield 
(RAW) Harden Shields tests Tech at DN 7 to reinforce the vessel’s shields. Success increases the Defense or Resilience 

bonus granted by the void shield by 1 against the next attack made against the vessel. Shifts can provide additional 

protection to both Defense and Resilience 

(Expanded) In addition to the above, the Shields may be Overpowered. Test Tech at DN 7 to nullify the next attack made 

against the vessel. However this causes the Void Shields to become inoperable for 2 Full Rounds. 

Modified System: Hangar Bay 
(RAW) Sortie launches a wing of small craft to harry an enemy vessel. This is treated as a weapon with a Damage Rating 

of 5 and a Range of 10km covering all arcs of fire. Use the attacker’s Pilot Skill instead of Ballistics Skill for the attack roll. 

(Expanded) The Damage Rating of the attack depends on what type of attack craft is deployed. Again the following chart 

is not extensive: 

Type Damage Rating ED  AP Range 

Fury Interceptor 5 2 0 10km 

Starhawk Bombers 6 2 -1 6km 

 

Added Movement Option: Attack Maneuver 
Pilot Test (DN 5) to reduce the DN of attacks made by the vessel by 1 until the start of its next turn.  

Added Movement Option: Micro Warp Jump 
Pilot Test (DN 7) to jump forward up to 10km. 

Added Movement Option: Emergency Warp Jump 
Pilot Test (DN 7) to leave the battlefield completely. Due to the unplanned nature of the jump your destination and 

transit time are up to the GM. 

Added Leadership Option: Rally 
Leadership Test (DN 5) to grant 1 bonus die to any further tests taken during the vessel’s turn. 

Base NPC Rolls for Voidship Combat 
Initially Ulisses was supposed to put base values for what NPC ships should roll but it’s nowhere in the CRB. 

Crew Quality Recommended Dice Pool 

Basic 5 

Proficient 7 

Talented 9 

Exceptional 11 
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Changelog 
Version Date Comments 

1.0 October 9th, 2018 Initial Release 

 

Contact Info + Legal 
Questions? Comments? Concerns? Contact ELH directly at elhmk1@gmail.com 

The work contained within maybe not be used for financial or monetary gain nor in any marketing or advertisement 

without explicit approval of ELH. Any modifications to this document must attribute the original document and its 

author. 
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